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Notable Quotes
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	"You'll burn you coon cunt"
 Pingback left on the post The 'Stolen Generations' and Cultural Genocide on May 8, 2012, after Bakchos was racially assaulted by having a pillowcase placed over his head, a noose around his neck and petrol poured over him by four masked individuals.
(You'll burn you coon cunt, second response beneath post, appearing to link back to ACT Policing when clicked.)

	"... I used to work for the AFP and some guys I worked with told me to make a false statement and make false entries in my diary and day book. And lie in court!"
(Mike Barclay, former Australian Federal Police Officer)

	"Specifically you are reminded that you cannot use any information you gained in the course of your employment regarding the possible illegal transfer of ACT Government assets to the Marrickville Branch of the Australian Labor Party, [a named Sydney brothel] or the New South Wales [named NSW Minister of the Crown]."
(Cathy Kosmidis, Personnel Section, Urban Services)

	"I’ll let you into a secret, everyone at Ernst & Young … want to see you dead.

 … who really cares, no one cares about you black cunts. Well some nigger in the New York office might, but they are only there because of positive discrimination, really they cant write, read, count or spell so what use are they in an accounting firm?"
(An Ernst & Young Australia employee)

	"You can't preach a high road and walk in the gutter."
(Watershedd)

	"You don’t have to worry about your little boong mate Marky suing you for fitting him up. When I’m finished with him he’ll be in the gutter where he belongs with all his other boong mates."
(ACT DPP Prosecutor)

	"Clearly, with the expansion of the AFP under Mick Keelty ... the AFP has morphed into something unrecognisable. It’s forgotten its core business and turned into a rogue arm of government at the government’s disposal to help effect political goals."
(Susan Merrell, Journalist)
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